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2012 was a year of both opportunities and challenges. 

Overall, Advertising and Marketing Services revenue  

experienced a slight decline of 2%. Newspaper 

revenue experienced 1% growth while Post Magazine 

and other glossy magazines grew by 18%. Online 

revenue grew 15% with higher growth experienced 

in new platforms like iPad™ & Mobile and the digital 

directory business. Weaker areas included a decline 

of 35% in Notices revenue resulting from a sharp fall 

in the number of new IPO listings compared to 2011, 

and a 16% decline of Marketing Services revenue as a 

result of a market demand shift from sizeable Custom 

Publishing revenue to smaller Events projects.

The categories making up the bulk of advertising 

revenue remained fashion, watches, local and 

overseas property, hotels, banking and fi nance and 

IPOs. Fashion remains the biggest category with a 

strong growth of 30% compared to 2011, benefi ting 

from a strong retail market and big fashion brand 

store openings. Hotels and local property grew 23% 

and 21% respectively. Other growing categories 

included watches & jewellery, automotives, beauty, 

shopping malls and telecommunications. Declining 

categories included Airlines and Banking & Finance 

which were impacted by the general weakness in 

those industries. Overall, our advertisers expressed a 

need to strengthen their messaging through special 

executions in the newspaper.  Wrappers, envelopes 

and inserts were well received, with a 60% growth in 

revenue. The number of wrappers sold to advertisers 

also doubled compared to 2011. 

During the course of 2012, the team took a proactive 

approach to attract new revenue by launching 

new glossy and directory titles including the travel 

magazine Encounters, male interest title h magazine, 

wine and spirit lovers magazine Wine+, plus Property 

Outlook 2013, a guide for homebuyers and property 

investors. Other products included Home Essentials, 

a comprehensive guide to home furnishing and 

decoration and Business Services Directory, a must 

read for company owners or executives wanting to set 

up an offi ce in Hong Kong.  New special reports and 

supplements such as Russia and Greater China and Go 

Asia were created to bring in new print revenue.
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Brand extension and enhancement were key strategies 

to bring in new revenues. The At Your Service brand 

was extended from print to the At Your Service Expo, 

the fi rst serviced apartment expo of its kind in 2012; 

Good Eating was expanded online with a website that 

has full interactive restaurant searching functionality.  

LuxeHomes, having enjoyed great success, underwent 

a redesign in addition to content and distribution 

enhancements. Content for other magazine brands 

including Money and MICE Biz were enhanced to 

attract both readers and advertisers. 

Post Magazine was a huge success in 2012. With the 

change of paper quality in 2011, the magazine further 

built upon its reputation as the medium of choice for 

luxurious brands. Special execution options such as 

gate-fold and hard-card for Post Magazine were able to 

generate new advertising revenue.   

Online advertising continued on an upward trajectory 

in 2012 with scmp.com growing at 11%, digital 

directory business growing at 29% while iPad™ 

& Mobile grew at 61%. Advertisers also strongly 

supported our iPad™ edition and mobile optimised 

versions. With advertisers gradually shifting more 

and more of their advertising dollars online, we have 

been proactive in creating unique higher-yield special 

executions and creative options to satisfy their needs 

and to help us differentiate our advertising solutions 

from other media.  

Our Marketing Services (now SCMP Marketing 

Solutions) division struggled to match its previous 

year’s performance due to fewer large-scale custom 

publishing jobs.  Custom publishing revenue declined 

by 26% but was partly offset by the 33% growth in 

Creative Services and Events. Creative projects were 

completed for CBRE, Harbour City, The Landmark and 

Kerry’s JingAn Center in Shanghai.   On the Events side, 

we produced for the third successful year running, 

the “Starstreet Gourmet & Wine Walk” event, and for 

the eighth year, our International Financial Planners 

Hong Kong Award. The Marketing Services team 

developed events for various brands and projects in 

2012 including Gorenje, Brim 28, Landscope Christie’s, 

Georg Jensen, the Providence Peak and New World’s 

The Signature, helping to extend our reputation in the 

market for premium event production.

Our custom publishing projects included the SHANG 

magazine for the Shangri-la Hotel and Dress Circle 

for Kerry Properties. We also completed custom 

publishing projects for Hong Kong Tourism Board, 

Hong Kong Land’s Serenade, New World’s The 

Signature and Wing Tai’s Seymour.

In all, for 2012, creative thinking and resourcefulness 

have enabled us to further build our media brands in 

print, digital and marketing services. 
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